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- Unit conversion between standard units. -
Advanced options for creating customizable

conversions. - Precision settings for conversion
results. - Unit conversion between custom units.

- Quick and convenient speed. - Language
support. - Exact results copy to clipboard. -
Notations used for results visualization. -

Preferences stored in the simple and easy to use
dialogs. - Double-click set up with ease. -

Memory and CPU consumption reduced. -
Support for 32-bit Windows (x86). - Support for

64-bit Windows (x86 and x64). - Support for
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Windows NT, 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8, and 10.
Convert anything on the go! Convert to any units

you need, no matter what your computer or
device is capable of, and perform exchange rates

between all units of measurement you need.
UniConv is a software for Windows that

supports both 32-bit and 64-bit systems and
supports several languages. Universal dimension

converter Do you have an idea what units of
measurement system we are using? Introducing
the UniConv dimension converter that allows

you to make measurements in both familiar and
unfamiliar units of measurement, simply by
dragging and dropping the unit. Universal

measurements converter UniConv dimension
converter allows you to convert between any
system of measurement without the need to

specify any units. Switch between metric, SI and
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other standards of measurement units. UniConv
is a software for Windows that supports both
32-bit and 64-bit systems and supports several

languages. Includes the following units of
measurement: - Metric system - Linear - Surface
- Distance - Angle - Area - Area of an object -

Cubic metric - Cubic metric - Length - Surface -
Volume - Weight - Charge - Mass - Flow -
Conversion of all measurements to feet. -

Conversion of all measurements to inches. -
Conversion of all measurements to meters. -

Conversion of all measurements to centimeters. -
Conversion of all measurements to decimeters. -
Conversion of all measurements to millimeters. -
Conversion of all measurements to millimeters. -
Conversion of all measurements to nanometers. -

Conversion of all measurements

UniConv Portable Crack+ With Key For Windows
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UniConv Portable Activation Code is a small
Windows application whose purpose is to help
you perform conversions between several units
of measurement. Keep it on portable devices

This is the portable edition of UniConv which
can be stored on USB flash drives so you can
carry it with you all the time. In addition, you

may run it without administrative privileges on
the target computer. Accessing its GUI requires
only opening the executable file because there’s
no setup included in the process. Simple looks

You are welcomed by a clean and intuitive
design that allows you to set up the conversion
parameters with ease. There’s no support for a
help manual, only a ‘Readme’ file that contains
details about the configuration process in case

you do not manage to set up the dedicated
parameters on your own. Unit conversion tasks
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UniConv Portable Crack Keygen gives you the
possibility to choose between different

conversion categories, such as Bytes, Charge,
Factors, Flow, Geometry, Length, Pressure,

Temperature, Velocity, Volume, and Weight.
The application is able to automatically reveal

the results of the conversion as soon as you start
typing the target value in the main panel. The

results can be copied to the clipboard so you can
quickly transfer them into other third-party

programs. What’s more, you can make the tool
display the results using different notations,

namely scientific, fixed, or grouped, as well as
specify the number of decimals used for

revealing the results. Tests have pointed out that
UniConv Portable Crack For Windows carries

out the conversion tasks very quickly and
without errors. It does not eat up a lot of CPU
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and memory resources so the overall
performance of the computer is not affected.

Advanced users may venture into tweaking the
conversion units and decimals via a plain text

editor. UniConv Professional is a
comprehensive, easy-to-use, and fast unit

conversion software for Windows. Its main
features are a data base of more than 15.000
different unit values and a conversion engine
that performs three types of units (currencies,

dyes, and imperial) Yet another batch conversion
utility by WinSoft. This product allows you to
convert between items such as temperature,
weight, force, and mass. There are different

items on the list that allows you to pick from.
And one of the most major features of this

product is that it can send results straight to a
printer. Yet another batch conversion utility by
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WinSoft. This product allows you to convert
6a5afdab4c
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UniConv Portable Crack+

* Portable at heart with a simple interface *
Automatically reveals the results of the
conversion * Select the notations used for
displaying the results * Decimal places chosen
via the GUI * Displayed results can be copied to
the clipboard * Setting the conversion
parameters is done automatically if you do not
know what to enter * Can be used without an
administrative account * Automatically updates
on Windows 10 After my experience with the
unit converter UniConv, I’m back to the previous
one, the 1.0 version, and this time it works
differently, the features and results appear in a
different order. Forget the animated penguin and
enjoy this new product which is easy to use and
fast. In this tutorial, you are going to learn how
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to install/download the third version of the unit
converter UniConv. The differences with the
previous versions (tested and appreciated) are
going to be explained as you go. Download it
Here For a good result, you should know that the
previous UniConv 1.0 version did not provide a
package installer; you only had to download the
application (standalone) and run it. This time,
things are different. They have moved the GUI
into a separate exe so it can be used without
having to install a complete version of the
application. Then, if you decide to uninstall it,
you only need to delete the files in the Program
Files folder, as everything else will be relocated
to another folder. How to install the UniConv
3.0 version 1.- Open the main folder in which
you will install the program and press ‘Ctrl+R’ to
display the ‘Open Dialog’ option 2.- Look for the
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file name ‘UniConv-3.0.exe’ and click the ‘Open’
button 3.- You should now see the UniConv
installation window; press the ‘Next’ button. 4.-
Check off the boxes ‘I accept the terms of the
General License Agreement’ and ‘I am not a
commercial product developer or publisher. I
understand that the following programs may not
be downloaded for commercial purposes’. The
‘Terms of the agreement’ notice will be saved
locally with the installation process. 5.- In case
you do not want to proceed, then check the box
‘I do not want the following programs, similar
programs, and utilities

What's New In UniConv Portable?

· Supports scientific, fixed, and grouped
(denominations) notations · You can adjust the
number of decimals in each notation · You can
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choose between scientific, fixed, grouped, and
continuous unit of measurement · Also, see the
results in the target unit using scientific, fixed,
or grouped notations · Preserve unit of
measurement types in the results · Convert
parameters are automatically revealed as soon as
you start typing the target values · Copy the
converted values to the clipboard for the user to
work with them from different applications ·
UniConv Portable is fast, light, and saves you a
lot of your valuable time · No setup and
installation are required · By default, UniConv
Portable’s configuration is based on the current
regional system settings · Convert all of your
parameters in a second · You can specify the
target unit and number of decimal places · You
can save the results with a number of notations,
including scientific, fixed, grouped, and
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continuous · Choose between scientific and fixed
notations for expressing the results · You can
also save the results as plain text · Extremely
easy to use and manage · Other features include:
– A downloadable license key is included as a
separate file – Preserve unit of measurement
types in the results – Edit the conversion
parameters in a plain text editor – No setup and
installation are required UniConv Portable is a
small Windows application whose purpose is to
help you perform conversions between several
units of measurement. Keep it on portable
devices This is the portable edition of UniConv
which can be stored on USB flash drives so you
can carry it with you all the time. In addition,
you may run it without administrative privileges
on the target computer. Accessing its GUI
requires only opening the executable file
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because there’s no setup included in the process.
Simple looks You are welcomed by a clean and
intuitive design that allows you to set up the
conversion parameters with ease. There’s no
support for a help manual, only a ‘Readme’ file
that contains details about the configuration
process in case you do not manage to set up the
dedicated parameters on your own. Unit
conversion tasks UniConv Portable gives you the
possibility to choose between different
conversion categories, such as Bytes, Charge,
Factors, Flow, Geometry, Length, Pressure,
Temperature, Velocity, Volume, and Weight.
The application is able to automatically
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System Requirements For UniConv Portable:

PC: MINIMUM: OS: Windows XP Windows
Vista Windows 7 Windows 8 RAM: 512 MB
HDD: 2 GB VIDEO: NVIDIA GeForce 7600 or
ATI X1950 PRO or better MONITOR:
1024x768 minimum resolution Sound card:
DirectX compatible Input devices: Mouse,
keyboard INTERNET: Broadband Internet
connection required RECOMMENDED:
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